
 

  

 

 

MapRoad PMS 
Tutorial 7a - Submitting a modification to the already submitted programme 

Introduction 
It may arise that subsequent funding is secured from the DTTAS that allows local authorities 
to add in new jobs to a roads programme that has previously been submitted. This note 
advises on how to modify the programme in MapRoad PMS and then re-submit.  
 
It should be noted that when the MapRoad PMS system submits a programme to the DTTAS 
using the Submit button on the Roads Programme form, there is one and only one 
programme which will exist. The system does not cater for multiple programmes for any 
given grant category. 

Summary of Actions 
The assumption is that there has already been a programme submitted previously through 
MapRoad PMS. 
 

1. Take a copy of the existing programme by pressing the Export RP 
button for the current programme. It is on the Roads Programme form which is 
accessed by selecting the RPs -> View/Edit Programmes from the menu in PMS and then 
selecting the required programme from the list. 

2. Add the new works jobs to the map viewer as required to match additional funding 
3. Assign each item to the master programme e.g. 2015 Restoration Improvement 

programme using the drop down list on the Works form 
4. Once all new works added, open the Roads Programme form 
5. Check and Press the Submit button 
6. Press the Export RP to get an updated spreadsheet of the programme. You may 

wish to highlight the additional items on the spreadsheet at this point.  

 

What to do if you have added the additional items to a new programme 
As there is only one programme per year per funding category, these additional items will 
have to be removed and added to the master programme. If you have created a new 
programme with just the items covered by additional funding and you submitted it using the 
PMS system, only the additional items will be recorded in the DTTAS system as the original 
programme will have been overwritten by this subsequent subset of a programme. It is 
important to add the additional items into the master programme and re-submit 
 

1. Open the new roads programme which contained the additional funding jobs 

2. Remove all items from the programme. Save and Update the programme 

3. Open the master programme e.g. 2015 RI 
4. Use the Update & Set Priority button 



 

  

 

 

5. Add in the new jobs. You can use the filter on year and funding category to find 
them. Add them to the right-hand window 

6. Update the programme 

7. Submit the programme by pressing the Submit button 

 
We will look to make improvements to the process for next year to avoid any confusion and 
allow for a record to be kept of additional items. 
 
If you have any difficulties with this please contact me : pfox@lgma.ie 

 


